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REPORT UPON THE POST OFFICE.
In Senate of the United States, June 9,1834.*
[concluded.]
William Smith is the contractor for carrying the
mail from Washington city to Lynchburg, two hun
dred miles, three times a week', in four horse.post coachtes, at the yearly compensation of
$6,000
He was allowed for two*changes of sched
ule, the propriety of which is not shown, $800
and $300,
$1,100
For a daily mail from Washington to War
renton, fifty-two miles,
$1,200
A daily mail from Warrenton to Orange
Court house, forty-four miles,
$1,600
And a daily mail from Orange Court house
to Lynchburg, one hundred and six miles,
$4.000
Making an extra allowance yearly of
$7,900
The four additional trips per week were
relinquished on the 1st Dec. 1833, in conse
quence of the insolvency of the department,
and there was deducted from the extra allow
ance
$4,900

Leaving for no known increase of service,
the yearly allowance of
$3,000
[f we admit the change of schedule to be a
meritorious cause for the allowance of
$1,100
The contractor is in that case released from
all his additional trips, for which he was al
lowed $6,800, and his compensation is reduced
in consequence of it but $4,900, leaving him
an additional yearly allowance of
$1,900
For which no service whatever is rendered.
There is also an extra allowance of nine hundred
______
and seventy-five dollars made to William Smith, for
an extension of his line from Dobson's X Roads to
Lexington, North Carolina. Prior to this arrangement,
this mail went on the route from Dobson’s X Roads
to Salem, and from Salem to Lexington, which in
creased his distance only seven miles, passing through
a very flourishing town. This extension, as it is called,
■was therefore wholly useless, except so far as it served
the convenience of the contractor, and enabled him to
draw off upon his newly adjusted line, the passengers
■which had theretofore gone upon the old line of Peck
& Welford. It does not touch a single post office in
the twenty-five miles which is not also passed on the
regular mail route established by law.
The extra allowances made on this route of William
Smith, from Washington until it unites uith the route
■ofPeck & Welford, at Lexington, N. C., was $8,875,
as stated in the report of third of March, 1834. The
true sum is believed lo be larger, but taking that lo be
the actual amount, the extra allowances exceed the
■whole nett proceeds of postages on that line from Alex
andria, where it first diverges from the line of Stockton
& Co. to Lexington, where it unites with the line of
Pack and Wellbrd, by more than $2000, including all
the postages of the large towns of Warren, Charlottes
ville and Lynchburg.
E. P. Johnson is the contractor for carrying the mail
on several routes in Indiana, numbered 11, 17, 19,23,
24,25, 27 and 41, from the 1st of January, 1830, to the
31 st of December, 1833, at a yearly compensation of
$3,300, There are no less than eighteen different mod
ifications and additions to this single contract, for which
he receives in the aggregate yearly $14,502 18, in ad
dition to what be received by contract—amounting in
the four years to $58,008 72 ; and all this by private ar
rangement without advertisement and without competi
tion.
The nett amount of postages received in the State
of Indiana, according to the report of the Postmaster
General ofthe 28th of February, 183!, was $9,609 67,
tailing short by $4,892 51 of paying the yearly extra
allowance on this single contract. The increase of the
postages during the continuance of the contract, will
not, in all probability, bring up the receipts to a sum
sufficient to discharge these extra allowances in the
four years by the nett proceeds of postages for the same
four years in the whole State.
E. P. Johnson, John Hutchins, Joseph H. Hough,
William Henry, and J. G. Chiles, are slated in the
report of the Postmaster General of the 18th of April,
1832, (Doc. 212, p. 22,)as contractors for carrying the
mail from Maysville to Louisville daily ; from Frank
fort to Nashville three times a week : from Louisville to
Nashville six times a week, in four horse post coaches,
at the annual compensation of $37,760 00.
Your committee called for the bids pursuant to which
this contract was made, and they find those that are
marked accepted as follows :
1731. From Maysville to Louisville,
daily, in four horse post coaches, one hun
dred and forty miles ; also, from Lexington
to Frankfort, thirty miles—E. P. Johnson’s
bid—(“ accepted and executed.”)
$4,500 00
17,40. From Frankfort, Kentucky, to
Nashville, Tennessee, three times a week
in four horse post coaches, two hundred and
six miles, Hough and Chiles, 1740 and
1741, improved,—(“accepted and execu
ted.”)
7,080 00
1746. From Lexington to Bean’s Sta
tion, one hundred and seventy one miles,
twice a week in four horse post coaches,
J. G. Chile—(“ accepted and executed.”)
6,500 00
1742. From Louisville to Nashville, one
hundred and seventy four miles, in lour
horse post coaches six times a week to Bow
ling Green, and the remainder three times
a week, E. P. Johnson &Co.—(“ accepted,
and executed.”)
4,500 00

Amounting in the whole, to
$22,580 00
Being less than the sum reported by (he Postmaster
Général in bis report of April 18th, 1832, by $15,180.
Opposite .to the accepted bid on route 114-2, from
Louisville to Nashville, is noted in red ink, “ to run al
ternate between Franklin and Russelville, at pro rata
allowance.” showingnhat one of the routes which hé
ran from Bowling Green to Nashville, under this con
tract. passed through Russelville.
1743.And tn Doc, 212, p. 23, of April
18th, that John Gray receives on the route
from Bowling Green to Nashville,
$2,980 00
And by the report of the third ofMarch,
’
1834. Doc. 138, p. 218, he appears to have
been allowed for running three additional
trips from Bowling Green to Russelville,
on the same route,
1,019 55
Amounting to
$3,9.99 55
So it appears that John Gray is paid three thousand
nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and fifty five cents
for carrying the mail from Bowling Green to Nash
ville, on the same route, on which it was carried by E.
P. Johnson, & Co. as above.
James F. Robinson contracted to carry the mail
daily in four horse post coaches from Cincinnati, Ohio,
to Georgetown, Kentucky, seventy two miles, in four
teen hours, at a yearly compensation of 1,000dollars.
His schedule was so changed that he was required
to run through in twelve hours instead of fourteen,

making part of the trip in the night, for which
he was allowed the additional yearly com
pensation of $3,000. It is not perceived by your
committee, that the change of a schedule was at
all essential to the public interest.
One among the many contracts of Avery,
Tomkins & Co. and others, who are connected
with them, and whose contracts are interlaced
with theirs, is taken as a specimen of another
very large class of cases, the leading feature of
which is complication and confusion.
The annual report of the Postmaster General
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ter, James Reeside, John H. Avery, Isaac Tomp
kins, D. A. Saltmarsh, Charles P. Mallett, John
McLean, and Sydney Porter, are contractors on
routes 1,901, 1,902, 1,903,2,047, 2,101,2,102,
2,104, 3,105, 2,254, 2,255,2,352, 2,353, in stages
and steamboats, at $67,950 yearly.
In his report of the 3d of March, 1834, Avery,
Tompkins & Co. are stated to be contractors on
routes Nos. 1,903,2,101, and 2,102 at a compen
sation of $24,000, and they receive lor divers im
provements on routes Nos. 1,903, 2,101 and 2,102,
which are all included in the grand aggregate of
contracts above named, and also for improve
ments on 2,107, which is not included in it, an
extra allowance yearly of $13,500. Thus first
grouping, and then dividing into smaller groups
and confounding one group of contracts with an
other, until it becomes impracticable to trace and
reduce to their elements these multiform trans
actions.
After several other extras for improvements
which result in daily mails, with increased ex
pedition on these routes, and an increased allow
ance of $11,000 a year, there occurs this ex
traordinary allowance :~
* “ For running, besides a tri-weekly line in a
four hotse waggon, so as to exclude passengers
and insure the regular arrival of the mail during
the ‘ wintry season,’ they were allowed, from
Dec. 1, 1832, an additional compensation at the
annual rate of two thousand five hundred dollars ;
thus, after paying these individuals a large com
pensation by contracts, for carrying the mail,
and giving them further large extra allowances
for carrying it, they are paid two thousand five
hundred dollars a year further extra, for carry
ing it in a waggon.
In examining the proportions which the momey paid for the transportation of the mail bears
to the receipts for postage in particular districts
of country, and even in whole States, the dis
proportion is in some cases remarkable.
The extra allowances of E. P. Johnson, on one
single contract, as has been shown, consume the
whole revenue of Indiana.
The extra allowances of contractors in Virgin
ia, fall short but three hundred and thirty-five
dollars of swallowing up the whole revenue re
ceived by the department in that State.
In North Carolina the extra allowances fall
short of the nett receipts for postage six hundred
dollars.
In Alabama the extra allowances are to the
nett proceeds for postages as two to one.
The whole nett proceeds of postages in Virgin
ia, as appears by the Postmaster General’s re
port of the 28th February, 1831, was seventy-nine
thousand two hundred and sixty-two dollars nine
ty-one cents. The whole cost for transportation
in that State by the contractors of October 1,
1831, and allowances made to contractors
is
$233,959
Falling short-but $3,829 of three to one.
The whole nett receipts in Alabama were $22,678
The cost of transportation within it ia
reported at
$157,566
Being something more than five to one.
These estimates are subject to variation equal
to the increase of postages in those States from
January, 1830, until the contracts took effect,
and the extra allowances are made. When those
corrections are made, and the disproportion be
tween the nett receipts for postages, and the ex
penditures in those States, though lessened, will
still be enormous.
The law contemplates that on new routes, and
consequently in new States, a considerable ex
penditure should be allowed over and above the
amount of receipts ; but feven when the money is
fairly and judiciously applied for the benefit of the
public, there is a limit beyond which such expen
diture is not permitted to pass without the con
sent of Congress. By the 39th sect, of the act of
1825, reducing into one the acts regulating the
Post Office Department, it is provided “ that it
shall be the duty of the Postmaster General to
report annually to Congress, every post route
which shall not after the second year from its es
tablishment have produced one third of the ex
penses of carrying the mail on the same.”
If this provision of law had been attended to,
the aggregate of the routes in Indiana, Illinois
and Alabama, ought to have been reported as un
productive routes, and Kentucky, Tennessee,
North Carolina and Virginia, would but just have
escaped its provisions. The expenditure in each
of these last named States being more than dou
ble the amount of receipts.
There are two States which lie side by side,
nearly equal in population, extent of territory,
and in the revenue whioh they yield to the de
partment, which shows a remarkable difference
in the sums paid in each for the transportation of
the mail.
In Vermont there was received for postage
as appears by the report of February 28, 1831,
nett
$17.663 72
In New-Hampshire,
16,338 82
Difference in favor of Vermont,
There is paid for transportation in
New-Hampshire,
In Vermont,

1,324 90

38,818 96
23,208 66

Difference on the other side,
15,610 30
Your committee find no good reason for this
disproportion of expenditure in these two States.
Mr. Jefferson, in his letter to Nathaniel Ma
con, of May 14, 1801, says that “ a very early
recommendation had been given to the Post
master General to employ no printer, foreigner,
or revolutionary tory, in any of his offices.” His
reasons for the exclusion of the Printer from
any connection with the Post Office Depart
ment is obvious, and if we would preserve the
press from corruption, and prevent it from ex
erting a corrupting influence over the communi
ty, that recommendation ought to be esteemed
as a precept, and religiously observed in the
present and in all future times. But this admo
nition has passed unnoticed, or is disregarded,
by those who now conduct the affairs of this de
partment. Large sums of money appear to have
been expended in such a manner that the obvious
tendency of the expenditure is to extend the in
fluence of the department over the public press,
and through that press over the people.
William Smith, whose extra allowance as sta
ted in the Blue Book, (p. 256 and p. 258,) amounts
to $11,129 a year, is the proprietor of an efficient
party press in Culpepper county, Virginia.
Horatio Hill, said to be the conductor of a vio
lent party press in the State of New-Hampshire, is
a contractor to carry the mail on no less than fif
teen mail routes ; and, instead of extra allow
ances, his contracts are noted in the margin,
“ with newspaper privilege,” which we under
stand to mean the privilege of carrying and dis
tributing newspapers at pleasure on his mail
routes.
Hay and Bennet were contractors for carrying
the mail from Bellefonte to Meadville, in the
State of Pennsylvania, from the 1st of January,
1828, to 31st of December, 1831. On the 5th of
January, 1830, they obtained an extra allowance
of $500 a year for increased expedition, and it is
said that Bennett thereupon purchased an oppo
sition press in Meadville, and arrayedit at once
on the side of the administration.
At the Jettings in October, 1830, this route
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seven hours. 1E. Platt, &Co. bid for it at 1,980! enceof the Executive patronage over the press official statement in the register is correct
dollars ; Moore,), Libo & Co. at 2,450 dollars, so controlled. But so tar from accomplishing incorrect; The rates at which this nrilUef
and Benjamin Bennett
ionnett at “ $350, pt. 525
525. $700
$700;” this, or any other proper object 6ftl>‘s P«rtis employed are enormous, and, in our opin‘
in broken bids, ,„?e.
equal, The
it is bid
believed,
to ’ $1,575.
$l,57o,
hasPost
beenOffice
the means
of eliciting
£nt ,n |10J;,'IEt;fi0fi £
L, „L
nnrf
of Betjamm
B.O: resolution,
r«P»rt fto.nitthe
Department
ptbeise-a :nn
»* •«.*!•«
6 ahao
a" %tn
”m
for the whole route.
” **
thing
which
has
occurred
in
the
past
history
ly
calculated
to
mislead
the
public
in
reference
nett is marked accepted, and the acceptance era
of this department. We herewith submit a
sed, and that of J. B. Bennett, (the owner of the to the whole subject.
On the list of printers in the Blue Book, True specimen bfthe rates paid him for advertis
press) is accepted at $3,500, through in two days.
But the schedule which appears to have been & Greene proprietors of the Boston Statesman, ing ; and accompanying the same is a state*
ment of the rates and sums allowed for print*
made out at the time of executing the contracts are thus stated to be employed :
states tliat^on account ofthe unusual freshets and True & Greene, for printing blanks ; 6,692 75 ing advertisements in July# 1830* The sum
206 50 allowed for printing these advertisements is#
destruction of bridges, and other material chan For advertising proposals,
ges in the road since the 15th of October, 1831, it
it will be seen, about four times the amount
is agreed to run the mail through in two days and Total compensation as reported in the
then
paid for them. See the statements
Blue Book.
6,899 25
a half »ench way, making five hours longer time
But the exhibit now made by the account of marked X.—During the interesting period
than it was fixed at by the advertisement, and
proposed for by the other bidders. Supposing the the department, hereto appended, shows that between the 1st of July and the 30th of De*
bid of Benjamin Bennett to be fictitious, or made they have been employed during the whole time cember, 1832, the “ incidental expenses**
by arrangement^merely.to enable the department (as the present Postmaster General had in fact were within that time $22,958 07 ; $18,673the better to transfer the contract to J. B. Bennett, for years before employed them,) in furnishing 32 was paid for printing, to the editors and
there is still a difference between the next low paper, printed blanks and twine, to the amount printers of newspapers# besides $5,166 26 for*
29,907 75 other articles by them supplied. Ofthe sum
er and valid bid, and that at which it was stftick of
See the amount of the following items :
off, of $1,520 a year, equal in four years to
so paid to printers, Francis P. Blair received
1832. January 25. True & Greene’s com $8,38650 “ for printing proposals for carrying
$6,080, which appears to be the extra expense
incurred by the department to place this contract pensation for furnishing blanks, paper and twine, the mail from the 20fh of July, 1832, tt) the
to various Post Offices in New York and else 11 th October, 1832,7 a peniod of two months
in the hands of a newspaper editor
The “ incidental expenses,” comprehending where, from 1st October to 31st December, 1831, and twenty-two days. The period immedi*
inclusive,
3,944 10
the secret service fund of the department, present
ately preceding the Presidential election waS
May 9. True &> Greene’s compen*
an interesting subject for consideration. No law
thepme selected for paying from this depart
sation
for
furnishing
paper
and
twine,
appropriates money for those expenses. Con
ment to this single editor about one hundred
gress exercises no control over them. The Post &c. from the 1st of January to the
2,144 35 and sixteen dollars for every day his papef
master General, at his mere discretion, selects 31st of March, 1832, inclusive,
Aug. 27. True & Greene, do. for
issued from the press. At the same time
the Objects of his patronage, which he dispenses
from the revenue derived from postages, & is blanks, paper and twine, from 30th
“ the mail proposals” appeared not only in
2,824 10 the city prints, and others having extensive
guided by that discretion alone in fixing the June, 1832,
Dec. 15. True & Greene, do. for
amount of that patronage. He may employ one
circulation in different parts of the country#
printer and one travelling agent, or one hundred blanks, paper and twine, from 1st Ju
but in the most obscure country papers, some
2,455 05 of which having consumed the aliment
of each at his pleasure; and he may pay each of ly to the 30th September 1832,
1833. March 23. True & Greene,
them as much as he pleases. If, by the improper
they fed on, have since perished for the want
exercise of this and his other unrestrained power, do. for blanks, paper and twine, from
of it. We present a few examples, and in
the department becomes bankrupt, then by the 1st October, 1832, to 31st December,
2,164 85 quire for what possible purpose, except that of
construction which he bestows on the Constitu 1833.
supporting a party press# while an excited
April 23. True & Greene, do. for
tion, he (not Congress alone) may borrow any
political canvass was proceeding in the State
amount of money, on the credit of the nation, to blanks, paper and twine, from 1st Oc
3,727 23 of New York, were the following expendit«
supply the deficiency. Subjoined is a statement tober 1832, to 15th April, 1833.
July 24. True & Greene, for pa
of these incidental expenses from the year 1790,
tires made.
prepared by a Clerk, at the request of the com per, blanks and twine, from 1st Octo
1832. Mack & Andrews, for
3,022 12 publishing proposals for carrying
mittee, accompanied by a view ofthe “ contingent ber 1832, to 30th September, 1833,
Oct. 11. True &■ Greene, for
expenses,” and of the sums appropriated by-law
the United States mail in New
for the salaries ofthe officers of the department, blanks, paper and twine, from 1st
$365 25
9,625 95 York, 31st October, 1832,
which must not be confounded with the “ inci April to 1st October 1833*
By ran & Lesph & Co. for ditto
dental expenses.” By this, the Senate will per
29,907 75 in New York, 10th September,
ceive that, from a sum less than two thousand Real compensation,
190 44 k
So that the printers ofthe ‘Boston Statesman,’ 1832,
dollars, these expenses, under former administra
James Stryker for ditto in New
tions, gradually increased for many years, there thus employed by the department, received com
416 10
being an average annual addition of about one pensation for the articles which they were em York, 29th November, 1832,
ployed to furnish, within the period named in the
thousand dollars.
James Wright, for publishing
In 1829, they had swelled to the sum of $56,- resolution, exceeding by $23,008 50, the sums in “ Sandy Hill Herald,” New
471, exceeding the sum expended in any former published by the department in the Blue Book.
York, proposals for carrying the
And from an accurate examination of the orig mail in New York, 12th July, till
year ; and in the year commencing July 1,1832,
embracing the period of the last presidential elec inal vouchers for these payments to them, the September, 1832,
413 10
tion, they amounted to about $88,000 being a sud following facts appear :
den increase of near $20,000 over the correspond
First, that the real sum paid for “ the printed
$1,636 35
ing expenditures of,any former year.
blanks,” (including the press work, type setting
It will be seen by reference to the account
Of these expenses no detailed account is requi and the paper on which the blanks were actually
red to be rendered to Congress—no report of the printed,) was
$16,463 25 now furnished by the department, that while
various items which form their aggregate athe Globe, weekly, semi-weekly, and daily^
And the real sum paid for wrap
tnount is published. The money to defray them ping paper and twine, was
13,444 50 was publishing these very “ mail proposals’*
constitutes what may be emphatically called the
for the whole Union ; and while the Albany
secret service fund. The fund commonly so
29,907 75 Argus, and the Courier & Enquirer were
called, which is placed in the hands ofthe Pres
So that the sum paid for the printed
publishing the same for the State of New
ident to defray the contingent expenses of for blanks alone, exceeds the sums pub
York, and transmitting them to every part of
eign intercourse, is not so properly entitled to lished in the Blue Book by
9,564 00 the State from which a bid could be expect-5
the appellation.
That fund is limited in
ed, these four papers, some of them scarcely
its amount by the will of Congress, whose appro
Secondly. It appears that the only evi circulating through a single county in the in
bation is requisite to its existence. This fund is
dence
upon
which
these
large
sums
were
unlimited by aught but the will ofhim who uses
terior, and published two or three times a
it, and is as free from the control of law as if it paid is the certificate of Nathaniel Greene, week, were kept up at an expense of $1,636were the treasure of an independent Govern the Postmaster at Boston. He is the brother 35 for two months printing of the mail pro*
ment. That fund is also limited by the acts of of Charles G. Greene, of the firm of True & posals for the whole State. For these and
appropriation to a certain object. This has just Greene. He undertakes to certify, in all ca other similar expenditures now brought to
so many objects as the Postmaster General may ses, that blanks, paper and twipe, were fur*
select.—Whatever expenses he chooses to con nished to the various postmasters “ in New light by the document annexed, We can per*
sider as “ incidental” to his department he pays; York and elsewhere” to the precise amount ceive no precedents in the former history of
and the only account which he renders for it is stated in all the vouchers. He is the same the department.
confined to a line in his annual report, thus :
The year 1832 was also distinguished by
‘ The incidental expenses for last year were 87,- person who edited “ the Boston Statesman” the amount of expense incurred for the ser*
701 dollars.’ The consequence of this state of before that press was transferred to its present vices of sundry agents and secret emissaries
things is, that, while the secret service fund in proprietors ; and, from the information we who were put in motion at an expense of
the hands of the President is $30,000, the fund have had, it appears to us that the postmaster nearly $10,000 for that year. These trips of
expended during the current year by the Post himself was interested in it at the time of investigation do not all appear on the face of
master General for the ‘ incidental expenses’ of granting his certificates.
the account. The sum of $60,05 is credited ‘
his department has now increased, as appears by
This is but one of a class of cases present
the estimate in his last annual report, to thrice ed by “ the incidental expenses,” and we for sums paid to S. Gouverneur^ the postmas
ter of New York. From an endorsement on
that sum.
think it proper to remark, that, profitable as
At an early day of the session, one of your such contracts are, there is no competition one of the vouchers to support this charge#
committee drew the attention of the Senate to admitted for them ; no advertisement or oth it appears that he has received credit on the
this subject, by a resolution calling for an ac
books of the department for that amount, by
count of these expenses for the period interven er notice invites other persons to enter the him paid, for the incidental expenses ofhU
lists
in
rivalry
with
the
favored
newspaper
ing between the 30th September, 1831, and the
office, from which we infer that, by the di
30th of September, 1833. Months elapsed before editor upon whom 'such compensation is to rection of the department, he made these
any answer was given to the resolution, although, be bestowed. Established in a city where payments, and allowed them on settlement
as will be seen by reference to the report of the its patronage from other sources than Exec for postages. Mr. Gouverneur is not respon*
P. M. General on this subject, here to be annex utive favor was probably not very great, the
ed, the whole of it might have been transcribed press of “ the Boston Statesman” appears by sible for these payments ordered by the de*
from the Post Office Books by a tolerable Clerk the vouchers and receipts to have been sus partment. Among the receipts is one of P;
in one day. When, after repeated inquiries for tained in the year 1832, when the last Pres S. Loughborough, travelling agent, for qne
hundred dollars paid him the 4th day of
this paper, it was at length for the first time com
municated to the Senate, it appeared in secret idential election occurred, by the employment June, 1832 ; and seven of Barnabas Bates#
of
its
proprietors
in
rendering
services
to
the
session, in company with another paper giving
another traveller, for $1253 Cash paid him as
an account marked 1 confidential.' On the last amount of nearly sixteen thousand dollars, “ special agent,” between the first of August
which
was
paid
out
of
the
revenues
of
this
paper, over which the veil of secrecy still hangs,
and the 12th of December, 1832# inclusive.
your committee make no comment, but to the pa department.
Mn Barnabas Bates, in October, 1833, pre*
per, on which the injunction of secrecy does not
And now it also appears that Hill & Bar
rest, they invite the attention of the Senate.
ton, (printers to the New Hampshire Patriot) sented an account of which the following isi
While examining this document, with a view were allowed during the same period when a literal copy i
“ General Post Office,
to the correction of the abuses which it disclosed, True & Greene were employed, $7,543 26 for
the attention of your committee was arrested by “ blanks, paper and twine,” of which $4,238“ To B. Bates, Special Agent# Dr.
the extent of official patronage to printers which 83 was for printing blanks, though the sums
“1833. April 30.
it developes, and the amount of that patronage as appearing in the Blue Book, as paid to them, To services from July 1, 1832, to date#
exhibited in the Blue Book. The resolution of amount only to $1,494 36.
B04 days, at 3 per diem,
$912,06
Congress, of the 14th July, 1832, directed that
Do. do. expenses during the same,
Horatio Hill also had mail contracts for
there should be included in the next (present)
$2# 50
760,00
edition of this book, a correct list ef all printers which he received $6,272, with “ newspaper
Do. do. steamboat and stage fare#
in any way employed by the department or offi privilege,” as we have seen, though the Blue
do.
184,00
cer of the Government, within the period be Book does not notice the fact in the list of
tween the 30th of September, 1832, and the 30th printers ; and Hill & Abbot appear also on
$1,856 00
September, 1833, with the compensation allowed the list of mail contractors, both for Maine
to each.
and New Hampshire, with Hill & Morse, T.
So that Mr. Barnabas Bates set a good pric^
The resolution of Congress to enable the Sec S. Abbot and Co. Hill & Crane, and Bab on his travels, and although by an endorse*
retary of State to comply with it, enjoins it upon bitt & Hill.
ment, it appears that Mr. C. K. Gardner, the
the ‘ several heads of departments, directing or
During the same period Shadrach Penn, first Assistant Postmaster General, doubted
incurring the expense, to cause the lists, and the
matter thereby required to be added, to be lodged who is the printer and proprietor of the Louis about the allowance of 50 cents of the $2,50
in the Department of State.’ The document in the ville Public Advertiser, was employed to fur per diera for “ expenses,” in addition to the
Blue Book, (p. 182,3,4,) entitled “ List of all print nish blanks, paper, and twine, to the amount H per diem for serviced,” and the “ steamboat
yet on putting the question
ers employed by the Post Office Department be of $9,566 36, although in the Blue Book his and stage fare
tween the 30th of September, 1831, and the 30th name appears on the list of printers as in any endorsed on the voucher—“ shall the addi*
ofSeptember, 1833, with the compensation of way employed by the department only for tional 50 cents be allowed under the circum*
each,” is the official paper furnished in obedience the sum of $2,297 91. Other sums were stances,” the Postmaster General underwrite^
to this resolution, and is the first publication of paid in the same period to other persons, for —“ allowed j” and on the 15th of October#
any portion ofthe incidental expenses that has “ paper and twine,” amounting to $24,562 61. 1832, Mr, Bates gives a receipt for a credit
ever been made in obedience to the requisitions The sums allowed during these two years, as allowed him on account for the whole amount
of law.
of $1856. The most curious part of thia
The object ofthe resolution was to interpose appears by the vouchers and accounts for
the check of public opinion to arrest the abuse of printed blanks, paper and twine, (not includ matter, however, is that the department has
official patronage to printers, no other check hav ing the large sums paid to other editors for directed Mr. Gouverneur to pay these agents
ing been provided. To the end, also, that this printing “ mail proposals,”) amount to more for travelling, as it appears they did, as “ spe
cial agents,” in New York and New England#
patronage might not be/abused, without detection, than seventy thousand dollars.
by employing the owners of the press in any oth
The account now exhibited by the depart and then covered and concealed the charges
er way than in printing, it provided, that the list ment shows that Francis P. Blair, editor of under the name of“ incidental expenses of the
to be furnisned should embrace all printers in the Globe, received from the 30th December, Post Office at the city ofN'eui Yorkf By the
any way employed with the compensation of 1831, to the 26th of October, inclusive, the returns for the first quarter for 1833, it also
each, no matter for what allowed. If a printer sura of $21,634 90. He appears on the Blue appears that P. S. Loughborough who re
be a mail contractor, it was intended by the res Book for only $14,371 57. But as the De ceives an annual salary from the Treasury of
olution that the faot should appear. If anyone
of those who control the public press, enjoys for partment, on the application of the Commit the U. S. of sixteen hundred dollars as “gener
years a monopoly in supplying the department tee, sent us only a part of the vouchers for al agent” of the Post Office Department, was
the -rest- paid in addition thereto the sum of $2,4.67 66
with articles to the great profit of the contractor, this
---- '. account, and deferred sending
--a —
the fact was designed to be shown, in order that I until it is now too late to examine them in as “ special agent,” for expenses in travelling

of the 25th of February, 1831, states that E, For- was advertised to run through in two days and the public might judge of the extent and influ- time for this report, we cannot say how tar the in Virginia, New-York and the Western

States, ^er order of the Postmaster General,
was discussed at length ; and the very first
to Mr. Ritchie and consulted #!tli him as to
from 1st November, 1831, to 31st December, ! UNITED STATeFIlEGÍSLATURE. proposition taken upon it was that by Mr.
1832, making the whole sum paid that officer
the steps which had best be taken respecting
Mercer for surveys, which the Jackson party
tvventv-third congress....first session.
during that period, $4,067 66. During the
SATURDAY, JULY 5, 1834.
had endeavored to kill on a previous day.
it.—Mr. Livingston’s letter, it will be observ
same period it will be seen from the account
Finding that a little honesty was the best
SENATE.
ed, is dated on the 15th of March, 1833—
that other agents received $4,099 40, which
policy, they magnanimously backed out of
of the Peopled about two weeks after the adjournment of
MONDAY,
JUNE
23.
with the payment to Bates, made by GouverIn
consequence
of
a
desire
which
has
been
their
former
determination,
and
after
some
Mr. Hill presented the resolutions of the
neur, make $9,510 66 for travelling agents in
ineffectual attempts for the Previous Ques very extensively expressed by persons of dif j the last session of Cotigress. The office of
about one year. It is in evidence before the Legislature of New Hampshire, vindicating tion, it was agreed to, 103 to 87. Various ferent political parties in all parts ofthe State, j Minister to Great Britain had been vacant
the
course
of the executive. Mr. Webster other items were discussed and rejected. a Convention of the People will be holdcommittee, by O. B. Brown, that Mr. Lough
borough started on another trip of investiga said that the paper could not properly be re The bill was then ordered to be. engrossed en at Augusta on the 31st day of July next, i during the whole ofthe session of Congress
ceived ; its presentation was wholly unau and was then read a third time, and the ques at ten ofthe clock A. M. for the purpose of , then just closed, but no nomination to fill the
tion about four weeks ago.
Finally, the incidental expenses from the thorized. Mr. Benton said that it was usual tion then being; “ Shall the bill pass ?”—it nominating a candidate to be supported for ' vacancy had been made by the President—
1st of July, 1829, to the 1st of July, 1834, by i to receive and refer such papers. Mr. Web was passed 107 to 48, and sent to the Senate the office of Governor, at the approaching and he here intimates that it is his intention to
the returns made for the first four years, and ster said that if any precedent could be found for concurrence !
September election.
fill the vacancy in the recess of the Senate, al
the Postmaster General’s estimates, for the he. would not oppose its reception. It was
It is believed that there is a general and
though it did not happen in tl^e recess ofthe
then
laid
on
the
table.
Mr.
Sprague
offered
last, amount to the sum of $357,579 04 ; thus
growing
opinion
that
the
interests
of
the
State
TUESDAY, JUNE 24.
exceeding the incidental expenses of the five two resolutions, one of which directs the
Senate—an act directly opposed to tjie consti
A letter from the Clerk was presented, sta require that the Governor should not be eith
years previous to the 1st January, 1829, by Postmaster General to communicate all the
er
the
head
or
the
servant
of
a
party
;
still
tution.
Mr. Ritchie feared the consequen
the sum of 160,541 dollars. The necessity papers in his department relative to the in ting that he had arranged and digested the less that be should be either the leader or in
for legal restraint in this matter, we think vestigation of the conduct of James Curtis, returns of the State Banks. A bill was pass strument ofa small faction always ready to sac ces of so plain and direct a violation ofthe
too apparent to require further comment ; i late postmaster at Eastport, in this State : ed, attaching the U. S. territory west of the rifice the good of the community to their own constitution and of such a manifestation of
and we now dismiss this part of the subject. and the other proposes the appointment of a Mississippi and north of the state of Missouri, selfish objects of personal aggrandizement ; contempt towards Hie Senate, & immediately
On the whole your committee have found Committee of five, to investigate the condi to Michigan. The House then proceeded to butthat the Chief Magistrate ofa free people wrote to Mr. Lewis, suggesting the propriety
the affairs of the department in a state of ut tion of the Post Office department during the consider the bill regulating deposites in the in the administration of the government,
ter derangement, resulting, as it is believed, recess. The General Appropriation bill was State Banks, which was read a third time and should impartially regard the interests ofthe of calling the Senate together and submitting
this and other nominations to their considera
£rom the uncontrolled discretion exercised by taken up. Mr. Chambers gave notice, that passed, ayes 112, noes 89, and sent to the Sen State.
its officers over its contracts audits funds; circumstances had occurred, which would ate for concurrence. Mr. Adams, from the
tion, and expressing strong doubts, as to the
It
is
therefore
thought
desirable
that
the
and their habitual evasion, and in some in render it unnecessary to renew his motion, Select Joint Committee on the subject of Gen. People should meet and select their own can expediency of filling the vacancy without a
stances their total disregard of the laws which to strike out the salaries of the cabinet minis Lafayette, reported the following resolutions : didate, that when elected he may feel himself
consultation with the Senate. It will be re
Resolved, ^c. That the two Houses have
have been provided for their restraint. And ters.
received with the profoundest sensibility, in responsible to the People directly and to them marked that Mr. R. does not call the atten
your committee see no means within the
telligence of the death of Gen. Lafayette, only ; and not to a few active partisans, who tion of a member of the Cabinet, Proper to
power of Congress of extricating it from its
TUESDAY, JUNE 24.
the
friend of the United States, the friend of may have been principally instrumental in
present condition, and restoring it to a healthy
Mr. Hill moved that the resolutions of the
elevating him to the office.
thp subject—but addresses himself to Mr.
Washington,
and the friend of Liberty.
and efficient action, without providing by law Legislature of New Hampshire, be taken up ;
It is to be hoped all the Towns in the State Lewis, evidently expecting that the latter per
Sec.
2.
be
it
further
resolved,
That
the
a more strict system for Tts government; pre but the motion was negatived, ayes 18, noes
wdl be represented, that a fair and full ex
scribing to its officers more special rules for 26. The resolution of Mr. Poindexter, pro saetees and efforts of this illustrious person pression of the voice of the People may be sonage and the other members of the nether
the performance of their several duties; taking posing to continue the investigations of the in the cause ofour country, during her strug obtained.
cabinet would have more infiuence with the
By orderofthe
from them, as far as possible, all discretion, Committee of Public Lands into the frauds gle for independence, and the affectionate in
President, than would the gentlemen who
“
W
hig
C
entral
C
ommittee
.
”
.where the acceptance of a contract, or the dis committed in the stales, during the recess, terest which he has at all times manifested
June 23, 1834.
composed the Cabinet Proper. Mr. Ritchie’s
for the success of her political institutions,
bursement of money is concerned ; establish was adopted.
ing a more strict system of accountability, and
The Senate spent several hours in the con claim from the Government and People of the The Rejections.—It will be seen, on refer letters were evidently written, too, with the
enforcing an observance of the laws by penal sideration of Executive business.
In the United States, an expression of condolence ence to our Journal of Congressional pro expectation that they would be exhibited to
enactment.
course of the sitting, the nominations of An for his loss, veneration for his virtues, and
the President. They show in what manner
ceedings, that the nominations of Messrs. Ste
Should Congress advance out of the Treas drew Stevenson, as Minister to England, and gratitude for his services.
the
‘ irresponsible cabal’ who have controled
Sec. 3. And be it further resolved, That the venson and Taney were rejected by the Sen
ury for the support of the department the of Roger B. Taney, as Secretary of the Treas
sum of money asked for by the Postmaster ury, were rejected; and the nomination of President of the United States be requested ate on the 24th ult. and that that of Mr. But his actions, have influenced the Chief Magis
General, or even the whole amount of its Benjamin F. Butler, as Attorney General, was to address, together with a copy of the above
trate. The old man has been flattered, ca
debts, it is not probable, while under the confirmed. The vote on the nomination of resolutions, a letter to George Washington ler was confirmed without a division. It was joled, imposed upon. Take the following
management of its present officers, with no Mr. Stevenson was, ayes 22, noes 23; and Lafayette, and the other members of his fam not expected by either party that the Senate
other means than now exists to control and the vote on the nomination of Mr. Taney, ily, assuring them of the condolence of this would advise and consent to the nomination paragraph from one of Mr. Ritchie’s letters
restrain them, that its debts would be liquida ayes 18, noes 28. The nomination of Mr. whole nation in their irreparable bereave ofMr. Taney. He has been so subservient for an example :—
ment
ted or its efficiency restored. Under this im Buller was confirmed without a division.
“We have the utmost confidence in the virtue
Sec. 4. And be it further resolved, That the to the ‘ reptiles’ who surround the palace— of General Jackson. We have no idea that ha
pression and belief, your committee cannot
members ofthe two Houses of Congress will so humble an instrument in the hands of the would arrogate to himself new powers, at the
recommend the appropriation of any money
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25.
wear a badge of mourning for thirty days, Piesident, for the performance of deeds expense of the other departments of the Govern
to relieve the wants of the department until
Mr.
Webster,
from
the
committee
on
Fi

ment. His generous ambition has been fully
and that it be recommended to the People of
there be some further guarantee for its proper
nance, reported the bill concerning certain the United States to- wear a similar badge for which high minded and patriotic men of all satisfied ' He has nothing more to ask of his
and judicious application.
parties
disapprove
and
condemn,
that
Sena

country
than her verdict of approbation when he
Your committee reserving the right to gold coins of the U. States, without amend- the samp period.
lays down the high and difficult office with which
Sec. 5. And be it further resolved, That the tors who looked to the welfare and honor of he
make a further report on these subjects here- I ment. The Indian appropriation bill was
is entrusted 1 We all know it, and every
after, respectfully recommend the adoption I considered, and an amendment was adopted, Halls of the Houses be dressed in mourning the country rather than the promotion ofthe candid individual admits it !—We believe that
directing
the
annuities,
payable
to
the
Cher

for
the
residue
ofthe
session..
of the following resolutions:
interests of the party, could not consistently the course he may pursue, will be with a single
Sec. 6. And be it further resolved, That
[The resolutions were published in the okees. to be paid directly- to the Chiefs and
eye to the public interests. But while we dismisshead
men,
instead
of
being
distributed
among
John Quincy Adams be requested to deliver give him their votes.—He removed the de- all apprehensions that he will designedly abuseGazette & Palladium of June 21.]
the families. The bill was then passed. The an oration on the life and character of Gen. posites frorp the Bank of the U. States, an his authority, we wish, at the same time," that he
Report of the Post Office Committee.—It Joint Resolutions from the House relative to Lafayette, before the two Houses of Congress act which has caused great pecuniary dis may do no act which may be plead hereafter by
an unworthy successor, in justification of his acts 1
cannot be doubted, in the first place, that ev Gen. Lafayette were read three times by unan at the next session.
The resolutions were ordered to be en tress throughout the country—the Senate, In this last term of his administration, we wish
ery one will desire, as far as he can, to absolve imous consent, and were adopted. The deposhimself from the blame of participation in the ! ite bank bill from the House was referred to grossed for a third reading, by a unanimous after a full examination ¿md long discussion to see no precedent set, which may be perverted
future times : we desire it on our own account
errors and abuses exposed in the Report ; and ¡the committee on Finance. Mr. Preston vote. The bill providing pensions for the of the reasons which he assigned for this in
as well as that of our country !—We wish to see
j
submitted
a
resolution
which
was
ordered
to
families,
of
the
French
Sailors
killed
and
that there will be, on the part of some such
measure, gave it as their deliberate and sol his administration set in glory ; and we wish to
rescinding the
uw resolution i wounded at Toulon, was read a third time emn opinion, that they were “ unsatisfactory see our country benefitted, in all time to come,
persons, a disposition to cast reflections a” second reading, icnuiuuiug
which
fixes
upon
the30th
inst.
as
the
time
of
and
passed.
This
bill
authorizes
the
Presiupon the motives of the Committee. We
by his pure example ! But this cannot be, if any
” ,n,,r""’Q“t. The resolution of Mr. Sprague, dent to make a suitable provision for these and insufficient.”
may be sure, as a general rule, wherever a adjournment,
error should be committed against principle,
f
‘
___
an investigation into the affairs of the Post ¡ persons, without prescribing the manner or
The Senate had likewise “ formally and sol- even from the best of motives : if any authority
defence is attempted by impeachment ofthe
'
motives of the Committee, that it is the only Office Department, during the recess, was extent of that provision. The House then émnly
resolved,” that » in the late Executive should be assumed which does not fairly belong
to him, or even if any doubtful power should be
.
defence upon which any reliance can be agreed to, ayes 33, noes 10.—Mr. Silsbee adjourned.
proceedings
in relation to the public revenue, exercised upon any delicate branch of the Con
placed by the party making it, whatever pre submitted a resolution, which was agreed to,
the President had assumed a power not con stitution. His high popularity would only make
tence may be made to the contrary. The calling for information, to be communicated
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25.
it more current.”
Committee, it is certain, could have had at the next session, of the amount of revenue
Mr. Clayton, from the Committee on thè ferred by the Constitution and laws, but in
collected
and
tonnage
entered,
at
each
custom
In the course of the last summer it was as
reduction and equalizing of salaries, made a derogation of both.” It must be evident to
no other motive than a good one. It was
a high sense of public duty only which could house, the amount of fees received, and of report, in part. Mr. Thomas, from the Com every one, therefore, that the Senators who certained that several prominent Jackson
impel them to a task, which could not be commissions charged at each, together with a mittee on the Bank, reported a resolution, as
members of the House, anticipating that Mr.
otherwise than disagreeable in its process, statement of the number of officers employed, signing Friday, and the subsequent day, for had thus expressed themselves decidedly of
and revolting in its result. The motives, on of their respective emoluments, and the the consideration of the report of that Com opinion that the recent measures in relation to Stevenson was to be sent abroad, were aim
the other hand, of those who assail the Com sources from which they are derived, and mittee. Some objection being made, Mr. T. the public revenue were contrary to law and ing for the Speaker’s Chair. Uncertain as to
some, and
if any,
mittee are fairly to be considered personal! whether
K
-------■/»,what
........ officesand of- explained the reasons on which the resolu j that Mr. T, had acted without good and suf- the strength of the party in the House at the
and vindictive, where they are not corrupt)-ers maX disP?nse<^
The bill repeal tion was founded. He was aware that it I ficient reasons, could not, with a due regard then approaching session, theK.C. feared the
ofthe
the tariff
tariffact
actof
of July
Jul v was too late to bring the bank directors to
and malignant. From all such assaults as I - ‘ certain
Pprovisions
rovis*ous
IQQO1,1......
. .i°.f•!
..
f
these, prompted by wounded pride or detect-; ^7
,was read a thlFd tirne and passed, the bar this session, and proposed to amend to their oaths of office, record their votes in consequences of a contest for the Chair. Mr.
Stevenson’s appointment, was, therefore, de
ed guilt, public opinion will effectually shield ' • r resUutlon’ requesting the President to the resolution, relating to that subject, so as favor of his nomination.
the Committee, who, as men noted for hon^e Senate, on what terms the claims to notify them to appear at the next session,
It is believed that Mr. Stevenson was re ferred,—he was again nominated for Con*
esty of purpose, integrity of character, and all , Georgia and her citizens to the Cherokee to await the order of the House. The spe
the attributes which become men or adorn land® ^h111 her limits, can be extinguished, cial order of the day, on the Indian bills, hav jected with reluctance by the Senate—if his giess, elected—and re-elected Speaker.
gentlemen, stand far beyond the reach ofthe 1 W?S ■ ,°|!tle tab'e* The General Appro- ing precedence, was taken up, and the bill nomination had been sent in by the President The majority of the collar members was
j Pr,atloa b'1*
passed, after being amended, establishing the Western territory, and for two months ago, probably it would have been found to be much smaller, at the commence
most venomous of their assailants.
In the next place, the discovery of casual I °.n
Mr2? t0 aPProPri_ the protection of Indian tribes therein, was confirmed without opposition. But by some ment of the session, than had been anticipa
errors in
in the
the report
report of
of the
the Committee,
Committee, so
so far
far, 2te $8000 instead of $4000, for a custom first considered.—After some debate, the
errors
ted. It would not do to Jet Mr, Stevenson
from militating against its general truth, only louse at Newburyport.
House voted, at 4 o’clock, to take a recess ; means facts have recently been brought to
¡go
then—he must hold on till the end ofthe
light
in
regard
to
this
appointment,
which
and
in
the
evening
the
same
subject
was
goes to confirm it. There are spots in the
resumed.
THURSDAY, JUNE 26.
induced a majority of the Senate to vote session. To all this he consented, and bow
sun : but who denies that it sheds light upon
all that in its absence lies in darkness unreveal
The blank in the joint resolution relative
against the nomination. It appears from the faithfully he served the ruling powers—how
THURSDAY, JUNE 26.
ed ? Before the appearance of this Report to the adjournment,
„
, introduced
_________by_ Mr. PresJournal
ofExecufive proceedings of the Sen well he fulfilled his duty as the humble ser
The appropriation bills were taken up,
what portion of the People could have believ-1 ton, was filled by inserting the 7th of July,
ed in the extent of the mal-administration of! and.it was then laid on the table. Mr. South- and the amendments of the Senate agreed ate on the nomination of Mr. Stevenson, vant ofthe Kitchen, those who have been
the Post Office ? We believed in it, to be I ard
committee on to, with the exception of one relating to which has been published at length in the attentive observers of the proceedings ofthe
«... was
...... elected
v.wivu a« member
mvujuci ofthe
ui
sure, from evidence satisfactory to our own 11
! Post
ost Offices in the
die place of Mr. Clayton, who the compensation of Judges in Florida. National Intelligencer, that the Message con late session of Congress can judge. In his
minds, but which only could have assumed was excused. The
offered by
Mr. This subject occupied the principal attention
—----- - resolution WLICICU
UJ WJLI*.
taining the nomination was communicated to appointment of the Committee of Ways and
a visible form, as it has done, through the Silsbee, calling for
p information
• <>
relative to of the House until 4 o’clock.
the Senate by the President on the 22d Means, to whom the Bank business was to
agency of the Committee. Nay, we foretold Marine Hospitals and hospital money, was
five years ago, the existing paralysis of the adopted. Various bills were passed, among
FRIDAY, JUNE 27.
May, and was referred to the committee on be referred—of the Committee on Elections,
Post Office, as the inevitable result of the which was one, exempting certain merchan
After the presentation of several memori Foreign Relations. This Committee report to whom was to be referred the Moore and
reckless proscription of faithful public officers dise from the operation of the tariff act of als, the bills remitting duties on locomotive
ed on the 12th ult., when Mr. Clay submitted Letcher case, and the Bank Examining Com
to make places for clamorous partizans. But May 19, 1828.
steam engines, and on iron actually laid on
who, besides us—who, at least, with no other
The bill to authorize the admission of Ar rail roads, were considered in Committee of the following motion which was considered mittee, he manifested a subserviency to party
and an indifference to public opinion almost
official information, could have believed in kansas into the Union, as a State, was taken the Whole. The former was amended so as by unanimous consent and agreed to.
the lawlessness, favoritism, and prostitution to up by a vote of 17 to 16, but was afterwards to include cast iron wheels, and both were or
Resolved, That the President be requested without a parallel.
electioneering purposes, which have charac laid on the table. Various bills were read a dered to be reported. The bill for the erec to communicate to the Senate a copy of the
Desertions from the administration have
terized the management ofthat establishment third time and passed ; among which, were tion of Marine Hospitals was laid aside to be first official communication which was made
if a committee had not (at length) been found the bills concerning Navy Pensions and the reported, after being amended by embracing to Andrew Stevenson, ofthe intention of the been so frequent during the past winter and so
honestand fearless enough to drag the whole Pension Fund, and for the exemption of cer Portland and Providence in its provisions. President to nominate him as Minister Pleni many indications of change of opinion in re
concern into the light of day ? What thanks, tain imported merchandise from the opera The bills concerning tonnage duties on Span potentiary and Envoy Extraordinary to the gard to it have been manifested in Virginia,
then, are not due to the Post Office Commit tion of the tariff act of May 19, 1828.
ish vessels was also laid aside. The bill to United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire and more especially in Mr. Stevenson’s dis
tee for this faithful and efficient service !
carry into effect the treaty of 1821 with the land, and his answer thereto.
trict, that he became impatient to have the
Thirdly. An attempt is made to produce
Creeks, was read a third time, and the House
FRIDAY, JUNE 27.
On the 13th, a message was received from promise made to him redeemed. He accor
the impression, that the abuses of the Post
took
a
recess
till
four
o
’
clock.
VfA-ious memorials on the subject of the
the President, in obedience to this call, en dingly resigned his seat, was nominated by
Office are exaggerated in extent, if not in prevailing embarrassments were presented.
number. So far from this, we believe that as The Harbour Bill was reported by the Com
SATURDAY, JUNE 28.
closing a copy of the following letter, which the President* and has been rejected. Wheth
yet the half has not been told : that, though mittee on Commerce with amendments* and
One of the last acts of the House to-day was the only communication,- according to er or not the Senate acted properly in re
much had been discovered, there is much yet was ordered to a third reading. A debate of speaks trumpet tongued, although not so in
behind. The Report certainly falls short of considerable length arose on a motion to tended, in condemnation of that conduct, by the Message, made to Mr. S. on the subject, jecting the nomination the public will judge,
the truth, instead of exceeding it. It is not amend this bill, so as to appropriate $250,000 which the late Speaker of the House earned, and to which no reply was made by Mr. S. after learning the reasons (comprised, it is be
more than true, but less. But, such as it is, to be paid to the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal at the hands of the Senate, the signal act of
Mr. Livingston to Mr. Stevenson.
lieved, in the above brief statement of facts,)
its power is confessed by the attempts to fore Company. The motion was afterwards with reprobation passed by them upon him for it.
Department of State, ?
which influenced them in their decision.
stall it (before it was published) by dispara drawn. The resolutions reported by the With a House, in which there was barely a
Washington, 15th March. 1833. 5
Whether the confirmation of the nomina
ging comment, and, since, by the positive majority of the Post,Office Committee were quorum, in order to afford some salvo to a Andrew Stevenson, Esq. :
suppression of the whole document by the considered, and debated until the Senate, at mind so tortured as his must be by so signal
Sir : I am directed by the President to in tion of Mr. Stevenson, under such circum
Administration presses, at least by those in 4 o’clock, took a recess.
a punishment, Mr. R. M. Johnson asked’the form you, confidentially, that as soon as advi stances, would not have established a danger
which the Executive is known most to repose
consent of the House to permit him to offer ces shall be received, that the British Govern ous precedent and opened the way for Bribe
confidence. They dare not publish the Re
a
resolution of thanks, &c. for his dignified ment consent to open negotiations with this,
SATURDAY, JUNE 28.
port. We doubt whether the President of the
which are daily expected—it is his intention ry and Corruption, where Bribery and Cor
conduct, impartiality, &c.
Mr. Poindexter was to-day chosen Presi
United States himself, any more than any
The proposition was received with laugh to offer you the place of Minister Plenipoten ruption would be most dangerous to our lib
other readers of the official journals, has been dent pro tempore of the Senate, by a vote of ter ; what, said one honorable member, at this tiary to the Court of St. James ; and he re
erties, is a question which deserves the seri
allowed to read a line of it. To supply its 22 to 20.
period of the session, in a thin House ? No, quests that, should this appointment be agree
Among the bills which passed the Senate no, was the general cry. Crockett, himself, able to you, you would hold yourself in read ous and candid consideration of every well*
place, however, he has daily served up to him
the basest libels upon the members ofthe to-day, were the two Gold bills. Amend good humored as he is, said, “ I must go iness to embark in the coupse ofthe Summer. wisher to our Republic. That the Senate
ments were made to the bills, striking out the against that: 1 do not like to thank men,
Committee who made it!—JVai. Int.
I congratulate you, sir, op this mark of the were not influenced to reject Mr. Stevenson
provision for the coinage of pieces of the val without knowing what for.”
President’s confidence, and am, with great or Mr. Taney by any personal hostility to the
The Charlottesville (Va.) Advocate of the 23d ue of one dollar, and slightly altering the le
The House refused to suspend the rule for respect, your most obedient servant.
President or from any objectionable motives,
of May, states that several mad dogs had gal value of French gold coins. The House the purpose of enabling the resolution to be
EWD. LIVINGSTON.
been killed in that place a few days before, concurred in these amendments, and the bills offered, 87 to 57. In a subsequent part of the It appears, further, by documents submitted is abundantly proved by the unanimity with
but not until three or four children had been have since received the signature of the Pres day, Mr. Speight, after a general muster and
ident.
to the Senate, at the request of Mr. Steven which Mr. Butler’s nomination was con
bitten.
beating
up
of
the
Swiss
corps,
revived
the
firmed. This act “ shows the pure high
The Senate laid the Light House bill on
proposition
the Speaker having decided son—viz. a letter from Mr. Ritchie, editor of mindedness of the Senate—that there was no
the table.
The Bells of the several churches in Bos
that as it was not a legislative measure, a vote the Richmond Enquirer, to Mr. Stevenson—a
ton were tolled for the space of one hour, on
of two-thirds was not necessary to permit it letter from W. B. Lewis, a prominent mem disposition to distract the councils of the
receiving the intelligence of the death of Gen.
to be offered ;—the vote then stood 49 nays ber of the Kitchen Cabinet, to Mr. S., and President—no purpose to thwart his consti
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
tutional measures, or to oppose his favorites.
Lafayette, on the 20th ult.
to 97 yeas, and with this, the first instance on
MONDAY, JUNE 23.
record of want of unanimity for such a pur extracts from Letters addressed to Mr. Lewis Mr. Butler was brought into office to fill the
The Harbor Bill was taken up. the ques
by Mr. Ritchie-that immediately after receiv vacancy occasioned by Taney’s transfer, «but
Several cases of Cholera have occurred in tion being on the amendment appropriating pose, the party were content.
The bill for the relief of the Polish Exiles ing the above letter from the Secretary of having done no obnoxious act, though his
Louisville, Ky.
$29,000 for surveys and arrears. The Bill has passed the House, and has become a law.
views are equally erroneous, no objection was
State, Mr. Stevenson made known its contents made to the appointment.”
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The ijXPERiMENT.—- A ¿ofrespondentoftiie [ Later from Mexico.—Inteiligehce has been
New Hampshire Legislàtìtre.-—This
Master and Apprentice.—Yesterday in thd
^ÏÎÈÜÏFF’S SÀLËî
body probably adjourned without day on Thomaston Republican states, that the effects received from Tampico to the 2d of June, and Sessions a case was tried which involved a
Wednesday last. The majority of the popu
Y
’
ork, ss.-^June 28, 1834.
from
the
city
of
Mexico
to
the
21st
of
May.
principle
of
much
interest
to
the
community.
lar branch of this Legislature have rendered oi the “ experiment”are felt as severely in the I Letters from Vera Cruz state that Gen. Santa Levi Chapman, a pocket book maker, doing
AKEN on Execution, and ’èvilï be sôîd,
themselves very conspicuous during the ses interior ns they are on the sea board. “ Last Anna had joined the cause of the priestSj and an extensive business in William-street, was
at Public Vendue, al the Store pf
sion for their blind adherence to the chief and year, at this time,” he says, “ good six feet with part of the army, is now determined to placed on his trial for severely whipping an
; Messrs. Parks & Harris, in Berwick, in
for their party intolerance. We thought the cattle were worth $60 in cash—larger cattle resist all reforms, and carry back Mexico as apprentice, named Isaac Wilson, a boy about said County, on Saturday the sixteenth day
Legislature of Maine, for two or three years
near as possible, to what *it was under the 17 years of age, who had lived with the de of August next, at two ofthe clock Hi the af
past, had manifested as much party madness in proportion, and all kinds of stock quick at Spaniards.
fendant two or three years.
ternoon, all the estate, fight, titles and in
high
prices.
This
year
stock
will
not
sell
for
and betrayed as much ignorance or disre
It appeared in evidence that the boy had terest, which Daniel Luddington of said Bergard of the constitution and’lawsof the coun any thing like half price. I have seen two
The Day.—To undertake a description of taken a dislike to another apprentice, some wick has, by virtue ôf â certain bond or contry as a similar body well could—but the yoke of cattle, such as were named, struck off the honors paid to the memory of Lafayette years younger than himself, had several times 1 tract in writing from one David Wingate, to’
Heroites of Maine have been completely j at auction for 23 and 24 dollars per yoke ; i would be like an attempt to eulogize the tal beaten him, and refused to let him work at ■ a conveyance of the farm now occuped bv
thrown in the shade by the Heroites of Newents, uprightness, and virtue, of the father of the same bench. On a representation being j said Luddington in said Berwick, upon conHampshire. If the conduct of some of thè and it is almost impossible to raise money on i our country.
made to the defendant, he took the smaller i ditions to be by him performed. Said farm
legislators of Maine, who were striving to be stock at the present time. Wool, which last
A few minutes after three o’clock, the pro bdy and carried him to Wilson, and directed ( is bounded by land of James Hubbard, Samcome party leaders, and to show how well year sold for 38 a 50 cents per pound, now cession began to move from the City Hall, him to instruct him. Wilson, in an insulting ■ uel D. Whitehouse and the heirs of Gerêhorri
they could exercise the little brief authority brings half as much. Shingles, staves, hoops, and it reached Castle Garden about 6. Here manner^ replied, “ Why don’t you put him , Horn ; the same having been attached by me
with which they had been unworthily clothed
an impressive and able eulogium on the char to a larger apprentice?” The defendant, on the original writ.
by the people, was disgusting and disgraceful, and the like, which it is the business of the acter of the deceased, was delivered by the standing behind him, boxed his ears with some G. C. WALLINGFORD, Deputy Sheriff.
we know not what terms expressive of con farmer not the lumberman, to prepare, are al Hon. Judge Talmadge, whose manner and severity. The boy then seized a hand-vise,
tempt and indignation might not be properly most valueless.” He says further
feelings, drew tears from the venerable pat and bade his master defiance, who in return
SHERIFFS SAIÆL
applied to some men of a similar character
“ I speak what I know, when I assert that riots of the Revolutionary struggle, and also applied a cow-skin to bis back. He then took
York, ss. HRAKEN by virtue of an Esin the State of New Hampshire.
half the farmers in this State are in debt ; many others who were within the reach of a knife from the, bench, and threatened, his
-fi- ecution and will be sold,
Very soon after the commencement of the they belong to that class of sinners who are the Orator’s voice. The order, and the effect master that, if he struck him again, Ye
at Public Vendue, near the Meeting-hbüsè of
late session of the New Hampshire Legislature, doing business on “ borrowed capital
and of the shrouded banners of the different trades, would cut his throat. The master seized the the First Parish in Kennebunk, in said coun
a series of resolutions were introduced, declar according to the dogma of Andrew the first, witnessed by thousands who assembled to boy by the collar and dragged him across the ty,
on Saturday the second day of August
ing (in substance) that the President was the they “ ought to break.” At the first view look upon the grand spectacle, defies descrip room, -when he was rescued by his two broth
at three o’clock in the aftenoon, all the
“greatest and best” of men—his principles con this may not speak much for the prosperity tion. On the house tops, in the windows and ers apprentices in the shop—the eldest ‘of next,
right in equity which Samuel Kimball of
sistent and all his conduct unexceptionable. of the State ; but in my mind it proves that doors ofthe edifices and dwellings on the whom becoming of age the week afterwards, Kennebunk-port, in said county, has to re
These of course were adopted by a party we have been thriving in times past, even on | route of the procession, were seen nearly the made the complaint on which this indictment deem the farm on which he now* lives, with
vote. There was one member of the House, “ foreign capital.” We are a young State, whole population of the city, and yet no dis was founded.
the buildings thereon, situated in said Ken
however, who was elected as a Jackson man, and it is full ofyoung men, both of our own order or confusion was witnessed. Nothing
Western for defendant, requested the Re nebunk-port and being under the encum
(Mr. Rix of Haverhill) who could not consist raising and emigrants. A young man works was ever more impressive. The Urn and the corder to charge the jury in relation to the brance of a mortgage to John Osborn & Coi
ently vote for the passage of these resolu out by the month until he accumulates $500 Eagle, which were used on this occasion, rights of a master, and the duties of an ap for the sum of 443 dollars and nine cents,tions, and regarding principle more than par and a little stock and a few tools—he buys a were the same sacred emblems that were ex prentice. In this case, said the counsel, is with interest froffi the 15th day of October.*
ty, he voted against them. This Mr. Rix was farm, say for $1000, pays half down, the rest hibited at the funeral solemnities on the death the lad resisting the authority of his master 1832.
chosen a member of the House at an adjourn to be paid in annual instalments of $100. By of Washington.
in presence of more than a dozen appren
A. WARREN. D. Sheriff.
ed meeting, and there had been some doubts industry and good management he could turn
A most imposing termination of the solem tices, and nullifying all legal orders, it was
June 30, 1834,
as to the legality of his election. The com- Ì off every year a yoke of oxen, a hog perhaps, nities took place, that of the removal of the due to the whole community that the case
mittee on elections, however, had decided, a little wood, a few staves or shingles made Urn. A solemn procession, civic and milita should be made public, and that apprentices
LIST OF LETTERS
prior to the Thursday evening on which the in rainy weather, or something to the amount ry, removed it from Castle Garden last eve should be made to understand their duties.
resolutions just alluded to passed the House, of his payment, besides supporting a rising ning by torch light, and hard must have been The Recorder charged the jury that a master Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk^
June 30, 1834.
that Mr. R. was entitled to a seat—but on the family and improving the value of his farm. the heart of whomsoever witnessed the pro was bound to preserve the same course to
A. B. C. D. Ë. F. G.
morning after the passage ofthe resolutions, But how is it now ? Ruin stares him in the cession, if he did not drop a tear to the niera- wards his apprentice, as a father towards his
APT. JOTHAM BLAISDELL, Georgd
that committee reported that Mr. R. was not face ; his payment is due and he cannot meet ory of departed Worth.—JV. Y. Gaz. 27th ult. son—that when disobedient and refractory,
W. Bickford,—Elisha Chadbourn 2,entitled to a seat and the House sustained it, even by selling his whole stock at half
he should punish him—that in the present
Ivory Chadbourn, Ira Chamberlain, Otho
their decision ! ! What occasioned the altera price. His creditor will not wait ; not that
French Claims.—The Commissioners un instance, the disobedience an,d threats of the I Chatman,—William. Durrell 2, Miss EunicO
tion in the views of the committee cannot be he fears for the safety of the debt—that is se der the French treaty, now in session at apprentices, were highly ^reprehensible ;
distinctly stated, but perhaps the reasons may cured by a mortgage—but he must have the Washington, have decided that in settling andjtbat for himself if his own son had Dorman,—Oliver Freeman.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
be inferred from the fact, that “ when Mr. R. money to speculate upon, to loan to some one the amount of all claims, the property seized pursued a course as the $)oy Wilson had
George W. Hardy, Miss Abigail Hardyf
indicated his determination to vote against at 25 and perhaps 50 per cent! This, sir, is shall be valued at the invoice price in the done, he should have chastised and brought
the resolutions, a member was heard to re no exaggeration, no highly colored picture port or place from whence the vessel, having him to obedience. The Jury found for the Uriah Hanscomb,—Nathaniel Kendall,—Capt.William Lord, Jim. Geo. & I. Lord, Joseph
mark in a very audible voice,—“ damn that got up for effect. 1 can point you to the ori it on board, sailed ; and not at its value in the master.—JV*. Y. Com. Adv.
Littlefield, Miss Alary Littlefield, Joel Mad
fellow—he's fixed himself !” ”
ginals in a hundred instances. And what will port or place where the same was landed or
The N. H. Statesman remarked with some be the consequences of this ? Ruin, certain seized.
The following were the yeas and nays, on dox.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
severity upon the conduct of the legislature ruin to all the middling class of people. It
the question of confirming Mr. Stevenson’s
Moses Nason 2,—James Patten, Jr., Abra
in relation to Mr. Rix, in an article under the will raise up an aristocracy of a few rich cap
The board of Commissioners, under the nomination.
ham Perkins,—Edward Smith, Freeman
head of “ Gag Law.”—This article gave italists, and reduce all the rest to a level with French Treaty, have adjourned to meet again
YEAS-Messrs. Benton, Black, Brown, For Sawyer,
much offence to the Jackson leaders in the the Russian serfs, if the “ Autocrat of all the on the fourth Monday in October next. By
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
House, and a resolution was introduced, de States” is not arrested in his mad. career. But their orders, published this morning, it will syth, Frelinghuysen, Grundy, Hendricks, Hill,
Henry C. Thayer,—Augustus Wise, John'
priving the editor of the privilege of a seat in he will be arrested ; the people are coming be observed that they will take up the cases Kane, King, of Ala., King, of Geo., Linn,
the House as a Reporter of its proceedings, I —coming in their majesty to demand an ac in order as they have been placed on the Morris, Robinson,. Shepley, Tallmadge, Tip Wiles, Nathaniel Webb.—30.
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. P. M. ■
which after some debate was carried by a count of those unfaithful stewards who have docket and that no case will be continued ton, Tyler, Waggaman, White, Wilkins,
party vote ! ! ! And the Statesman of Sat wasted their substance.—I can see the dawn unless on good cause shown. It is confident Wright.
Nays—Messrs. Bibb, Calhoun, Chambers,
©I "
urday last has nearly a column, blank, which ing of a brighter day ; those of my own class ly expected that the decisions of the Coun
should have been occupied with the proceed who have heretofore too much neglected po cil of Prizes and other documents from Paris, Clay, Clayton, Ewing, Kent, Knight, Leigh, Remaining in the Post Office at North Berwick^
ings of the Legislature of Thursday and Fri litical concerns and their duty at the polls are will arrive before they again meet; and the Mangum, Naudain, Poindexter, Porter, Pren
Me. June 30, 1834.
day, but which were suppressed, by order of getting their eyes open ; they will take their claimants should be diligent in preparing tiss, Preston, Robbins, Silsbee, Smith, South
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
ard, Sprague, Swift, Tomlinson, Webster.
the House !
own business into their own bands, and those their proofs, in order that the Board may be
ETSEY ABBOT, Nathaniel Abbot,—In another instance, the majority of the intriguing office holders and corrupt politi enabled to proceed and finish their heavy du
Maria Brown, Stephen Berdeen, Ed
House manifested a degree of vindictive par cians who have brought on the present dis ties within the time prescribed for the exist
The Fourth was noticed in several towns
ward Brown, Eliza Brown, Benjamin Butler,s
ty spirit and a disregard of republican princi tress, had better be looking out some honest ence of the Commission.— Globe,
in this county by appropriate public celebra
—Elihu Carpenter, Hermon Chase 3, -Daniel
ples, which has, it is believed, few or no par means of getting a livelihood. Their “ occu
tions. In Limington an oration was delivered Currier, Eleazer Cate,—John Earl,—Oliver
allels in the history of American legislation. pation’s gone.” ”
[Correspondence of the Journal of Commerce.] by Mr. A. M. Baker—in Saco by Mr. A. E'. Furnald, William Frye.
It seems that prior to the late General Elec
Mr. Stevenson, it seems, owes his rejection
tion in N. H. there were nearly 800 rateable
Small—in Lebanon by N. D. Appleton, Esq.,
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Correction.—The Jackson papers, in this not so much to his being at the time of his
polls in the town of Somersworth, being
of
Alfred.
—
Daniel
Goodenow,
Esq.,
of
Alfred,
William
Hussey,
Betsey Hartwell, Dudley
nomination,
a
member
of
Congress,
as
to
the
about 50 more than were necessary to entitle vicinity, not long since gave publicity to a let fact drawn from the State Department, in re
Hays, Wm. H. Hobbs, Jacob H. Hall, Philan
delivered
an
oration
before
the
Whigs,
at
ter
purporting
to
be
from
one
Mr.
Taylor
it to send three Representatives. It was
der Hartwell,—Wm. Logan,—Horatio S.
ply to a resolution of the Senate, that Mr. Great Falls, Somersworth.
accordingly voted to send that number— Webster, stating that Judge McLean had de
Morrell, John Manning, John McCrillis.
Stevenson
received
the
offer
of
the
Mission
clared
that
“
he
was
very
clearly
of
opinion
both parties uniting.
Three anti-Jackson
to London shortly after the expiration of the
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
that
the
President
had
the
power
to
remove
A
Jackson
State
Convention
was
held
at
Representatives were elected.
After they
last Congress, accepted it, and received or
Eliza Nowell,—Alexander Pierse,—Charles
had taken their seats, the Jackson party in S. the Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose ders to hold himself in readiness to proceed Concord, N. H., last week, by which Mr.
Sargent.
sent a committee to Concord to remonstrate which he did,”—and that be also “ gave it as on tht? mission.
Badger was nominated for re-election as
that
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
against wen
their rignt
right to retain tneui
them because
ucuausc the
cue ,! his opinion,
-i---------> ........as
—the
r- present Bank would not
Governor, and Messrs. Samuel Cushman,
town was legally entitled to only two repre- I oe rechartered, as it ought not to be, to return
Ebenezer Varney, Ispac Varney, Amasa
Mr.
Taney,
whose
nomination
was
rejected
sentatives ! The subject was referred to the the deposites would be more likely to increase day before yesterday by the Senate, but whose Benning M? Bean, Franklin Pierce, Joseph Varney 2,—Asa L. Wiggin, Obed Wentworth,»
Judiciary Committee, before whom the Som than diminish the embarrassments of the coun commission extended, notwithstanding, to the Weeks and Robert Burns as candidates for Oliver Worster, Jacob Wentworth,—37.
ersworth committee appeared and testified try-—if he were in Congress, it would not meet end of the session, resigned his office yester Representatives to Congress.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
touching the names on the check-list—but his approbation.”
day. Mr. McClintock Young, the Chief
It
will
be
seen
by
the
letter
from
Judge
after all their rejections, there remained over
York
Clerk in^he Department, has been appointed [Correspondence of the N. Y. Courier fy Enq.]
750 rateable polls. The Chairman of the J. McLean, which we insert below, that he de Acting Secretary ad interim.— Globe of 26th.
WASHINGTON, JUNE 28.
Jlffa
l
nufacturing
‘ Vompwny,
nies
ever
having
made
such
statements
—
de

Committee then decided, “ that a certificate
The Senate, passed unanimously, the fol
HE
Stockholders
of
the
York Manufac
clares
that
he
is
in
favor
of
a
National
Bank
of the Selectmen containing the names of
Another Tornado in Virginia.—The vener lowing resolution, reported by a majority of
turing Company, are hereby notified
those not on the check-list was insufficient, and expresses the firm conviction that no able town of Williamsburg has been visited the Post Office Committee.
that the Annual Meeting of said Company
because it ffid not show that the persons nation can be prosperous which is destitute by a dreadful and destructive tornado, by
Resolved, That it is proved and admitted, will be holden at their Counting House in
therein named were not ideots, paupers, or of a spund and equal circulating medium. which lives and property have been sacrificed that large sums of money have been borrow Saco, on Thursday the 17th day jof July next,
above seventy years of age” ! By the appli The paragraph in his letter in reference to the to the fury of the elements. It was about two ed at different banks, by the Post Master at eleven o’clock A. M. for the choice of Offi
cation of this principle the number of rateable local Banks, proves beyond doubt that he miles in the extent of its ravages, sweeping General, in order to make up the deficiency cers for the ensuing year, and for the trans
polls was reduced to 739—eleven less than the disapproves the removal of the deposites. over the town, uprooting trees, and razing in the means of carrying on the Post Office action of such other business as may legally
necessary number. Delay was requested by The following letter from Judge McLean is houses to the ground.
Department, without authority given by any come before them.
the Representatives in order that further in reply to one addressed to him by several
law oPCongress ; and that, as Congress alone
By order of
gentlemen
of
the
city
and
county
of
Philadel

proof might be obtained—but was not grant
The insurrection of the laborers on the possesses the power to borrow money on the
CHARLES BRADBURY, Pres't.
ed. One of the Representatives then resign phia. Almost every Jackson paper in Maine Washington railroad has, with great exertion, credit of the United States, all such contracts
J. M. BATCHELDER, Clerk;
ed bis seat—but all to no purpose. The seats published Taylor Webster’s letter. It remains been quelled. It raged in a section of coun \for loans, by the Post Master General, are il
Saco, June 28, 1834.
ofthe ifiiole delegation were declared vacated, to be seen whether they will publish Judge try eight miles in extent ; and was carried by legal and void.
and the people of one ofthe largest and most McLean’s also, as they are bound to do by all both parties to extremities. Several were
important towns in the State were deprived of ’the rules of honesty and fairness.
killed, many were wounded, and a number
Edward D. Ingraham, Esq, of Philadelphia,
the privilege of representation. Such is the
SHALL sell on Execution, at Public Ven
CINCINNATI, JUNE 6, 1834.
of shantees burnt to the ground.
has been appointed Director of the United
spirit of Jacksonism ! A cause, we rejoice to
due, at the store of Ke a y & Butler, in
Gentlemen—Your letter of the 22d ult. was
States Bank, with the consent of the Senate
say, which is hourly becoming more and received yesterday, on my return to the city,
Lebanon, on Saturday the 2d day of August
Fail Road Rioters.—We understand that
more unpopular with the people.
next, at three o’clock P. M., all the right in
in which you request to know ray opinion on the laborers on the rail-road have recommen
STATE OF MAINE.
Equity which John Hardison of Lebanon,
certain subjects of public concern.
ced their acts of violence, that one man was
Secretary of State’s Office, ?
The Executive C ouncil of this State ad
in the County of York, yeoman, has to re
It has been my course through life, frankly killed on Tuesday evening and two others
AUGUSTA, JUNE 23d, 1834. 5
deem a certain parcel or tract of land situated
journed on Tuesday, last week, to meet again to avow my opinions on all subjects, in con seriously injured. The report is that it was
Notice is hereby given, that the Public and lying in said Lebanon, on the road leading
on the 18th day of September next. During versation ; but I have a repugnancy to the their intention to set fire to the shantees last
Laws, passed at the last session of the Legis from G. Falls to Acton Corner, and bounded
publication of my views, even where they
the session just closed the Council confirmed have been misrepresented. On the present evening, in consequence of which another lature of this State, are ready for delivery to by lands of Mark W. Pray, George Stackpole
call has been made for troops from our city
the nominations of Gen. Abner B. Thomp occasion, I have received letters from.so ma to suppress them. They are at the Relay the officers of the several Towns and Planta and others, containing fifty acres more or less,
and is the same farm on which the said Har
son, as Adjutant General, and of George W. ny sources, similar to yours, that justice to my House, about seven miles from the city, on tions, &c.
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec’y. of State.
dison now lives, with the buildings thereort
self and my friends seems to require from me the road to Washington.—Baltimore Repub.
Stanley as Sheriff of Kennebec.
standing. The sum for which said property
an answer.
We learn by later papers that a formal
was mortgaged and the conditions inadd
A National Bank should be effectually guar treaty has been concluded between the con _ ___________ HYMENEAL. '
Jackson Conventions will be held at ded against abuse, and consistent with the tending parties.
known at sale.
MARRIED.—In this town, on Wednesday
JAMES B. SHAPLEIGH, D. Sheriff.
Gray, on the 6th of next month, for Cumber rights of the respective state governments.
morning last, by Rev. Mr. Fuller, Mr. Porter
Sanford, June 23, 1834.
land County and Cumberland Congressional The power of Congress to establish a Bank
French Claims.—Extract of a letter from Hall, of the firm of Miller & Hall, to Miss
District, to nominate candidates for State Sen- I would seem to have been as fully settled, by Washington dated June 20: “ A decision, Mary, only daughter of Hon. Joseph Dane, all
the respective action of the legislative, execu
ators, County Treasurer, Member of Congress, tive, and judicial branches of the government, which the Board of Commissioners has de of this town.
OX and CASK RAISINS ; Also—Sip
In Hollis, 15th ult. Mr. John Foss of H. to Mrs.
termined upon, will destroy the hopes of ma
&c.
as almost any other constitutional question ny claimants—that is, the whole class of Bri Eunice Mason of Portland.
perior Old and Young Hyson Tea.
which has been seriously agitated. And ex gand Cases (St. Domingo Claims) will be re
For sale by
WM. LORD.
June26,J834.
OBITUARY. *
The first session of the twenty-third Con perience has most clearly demonstrated, that jected. This decision strikes off’about three
the local Banks cannot afford the necessary and a half million of dollars ; and other
gress closed, probably, on Monday last.
DIED—In this town, on Wednesday evening Know aU men by these Kres«
facilities to the fiscal action of the govern claims of various descriptions, to a large alast, Miss Olive Sewall, aged 43 years, daugh
We improve this occasion to tender our ment, nor give to the country a sound and mount, will, I expect, share the same fate.”
ents,
ter of Daniel Sewall, Esq.
sincere thanks to Messrs. Sprague and Shep- equal currency. And it ^an scarcely be ne
HAT I, Doctor Bennet of Sanford in
In
Saco,
Mrs.
Chase,
widow
of
the
late
Mr.
the County of York and State ofMaine,
ley, U. ,S. Senators from this State, and to cessary to say that no nation can be prosper
Ea^ern Boundary.—The Washington cor Dapiel Chase, aged 71.—Mary S. daughter of
yeoman, for and in consideration of the sum
Messrs. McIntire of this. District, Smith of ous, which has not a sound and equal circu respondent of the New York Enquirer says, Mr. John L. Smith, aged 3 months.
of one dollar, the receipt whereof I do hereby
lating medium.
the negotiation with England respecting our
Cumberland and Evans of Kennebec, for
acknowledge, have released and do by these
As to the other enquiries in your letter, I Eastern Boundary, was transferred from
their polite attention in forwarding us many have to say that I never advanced an opinion London to Washington, and is now pending
presents remise, release and forever quit
SHIP NEWS.
claim unto Robert Bennet my son, a minof
important and interesting public documents, to Mr. Taylor Webster, favourable to the remo at the latter place. The public would be
KENNEBUNK,
JULY
5,
1834.
of the age of fourteen years the thirteenth
val of the, deposites, or against their restoration. glad to know7 what progress, if any, has been
Speeches, papers, &c.
day of October last, the remainder of his time
1 expressed to him no opinion upon the subject, made in it ; and whether our change of Sec
MEMORANDA.
from the day of the date hereof, until he shall
nor upon the propriety of the removal of Mr. retary of State will not affect it, so far, at least,
Cid. at Charleston, 18th ult, sch. Grape, Bell, have arrived at t|ie age of twenty one years^
The New Cabinet.—The Senate,' on the Duane.
as regards further delay. This dispute may Edenton.
with power and authority to make his own
I have the honor to be, with great respect, descend, as a legacy, to the next President.
27th ult. confirmed the nominations of John
Ar. at New-Orleans, 9th, barque Philetüs, bargains relative to his labor, and to settle
your obedient servant,
Havre.
Forsyth (now Senator from Georgia), as
with those for whom he does labor and dis
JOHN McLEAN.
Ard at Nantucket, 24th, sehr. Phaeton, Saco.
Secretary of State, and of Levi Woodbury
The N. Y. Evening Post contains the
To W. F. Van Amringe, A. McCaraher,
Sailed from Bàngór, 20th, brig Rupert, Ran charge them from all claims that I may have
or he himself may have to his wages, and to
(now Secretary of the Navy) as Secretary of Peter Fritz, Thos. S. Smith, Jacob Frick and “ Address of Wm. T. Barry, Postmaster Gen kin, West Indies.
eral, to the people of the United States,” in
receive his wages and appropriate and dis
the Treasury.—Maheon Dickerson (re Nathan Smith, Esquires.
answer to the Majority Report of the Senate.
pose of them in such manner as he may
cently appointed Minister to Russia) was
—It occupies six columns of that paper in
SCYTHES.
consider will be most to his advantage.
It is stated that Mr. McCarty, Representa small type. Mr. Barry gives no intimation
nominated to the Senate by the President on
In witness whereof, I do hereby set my
tive
in
Congress,
from
Indiana,
heretofore
of any intention of resigning.
D O Z. JOY & SONS’ superior hand and seal this fourteenth day of Febru
the 27th, as Secretary of the Navy.—It is
opposed to a national Bank, has now in con
DOCTOR BÊNNÉT.
SCYTHES ; Also—a quantity of ary A. D. 1834.
rumore/i that Mr. Cass is to be sent on a sequence of the complaints and remonstran
Witness.
James Curtis has been removed from the Shaker Rakes and Rifles, for sale by the sub
Foreign Mission and that Mr. Swartwout of ces of his constituents declared himself in fa Post Office at Eastport, and Loring F. scriber.
Jno. Powers.
WM. LORD.
vor of a Bank,
N. Y. will be appointed Secretary of War.
Elihu Parsons^
June 26,1834.
Wheeler appointed in his' stead.
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lights and voices, just entering the gate. To the Hon. Court of County, Commissioners j COMMISSIONERS’NOTICE.
AN INKALUABLE
for the County of York.
He thought it was the armed men taking
HE
subscribers,
appointed
by
the
Judge
HE undersigned, inhabitants ofthe town
the Savior into the city, the morning of his
of Probate for the County of York,
From the Lowell Mercury.
of North Berwick, in said county, recrucifixion. His blood ran cold at the sight.
Commissioners to receive and examine theTested by experience and sustained by Testimonials
spectfully represent, that that part of thenew
TOT OST people have a remedy for Corns
His strength failed him, his knees smote to road or straightening, leading from the old claims of the creditors to the estate of
tl Every heart knoweth its own bitterness.”
IvX as well as other complaints ;—b ut the
gether,
and
he
sank
down
on
a
stone
which
BV MRS. S. R. A. BARNES.
PORTER SANDS,
road near widow Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
proprietor of the long known and justly
was lying at bis feet.
Each day, in my accustomed walk,
house to the Causeway hill in North Berwick, late of Kennebunk, in said County, deceased, celebrated ALBION
What myriads do I meet,
Presently he heard some one approach which was at a regular session of the County represented insolvent, and six months being
CORK
I
Yet not a face I look upon,
ing from the bill behind him, opposite the Commissioners, for the County of York, be allowed for the creditors to bring in and prove
But tells me “ life is sweet.”
city. The shrubbery concealed him from gun and held at Alfred, in said County, on their claims, hereby give notice that they will (as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) has
Thou with the grace and glow of youth,
view at first, but soon he saw a dark figure, the third Tuesday of May 1833, ordered to attend for that purpose at the office of John been made acquainted with no instance of
A cloudless brow is thine,
with something in his hand, come out from be opened and made, may be discontinued, Frost, in said Kennebunk, on the last Sat its proper application, in which it has not
as it would subject the town to a very great urday of June inst. and on the last Saturdays
Oh, can it be that bounding breast,
a
copse, and stand leaning against a tree, expense to build the road and bridge, and of the five following months from 2 till 5 been preferred to all other remedies for
Shrouds bitterness like mine ?
Corns, those painful disfigurers of the feet
looking very eagerly towards the city. It that the Public convenience, in our opinion, o’clock P. M. of each of said days.
i XM
and enemies to locomotion.
Thou with the calm and placid mein,
must be Judas Iscariot, thought the dreamer. does not require the alteration.
JQHN FROST,
With cheek and brow so fair,
. 1 fellSHE
The
Albion
Corn
Plaster
softens
the
Wherefore
your
Petitioners
pray,
that
the
He
soon
thought
he
heard
him
talking
to
WM. W. WISE.
Oh, tale of sorrow, hope deferr’d,
J
corn, however old and tough, and extracts
Kennebunk, June 5, 1834.
himself; and it is a curious circumstance, road above mentioned may be discontinued
Or wrong, is written there.
it to the very roots. The relief afforded is Offl' o« the IV
as illustrating the philosophy of dreams, that agreeably to their request. Your petitioners
Irms 0
And thou with heart and eye intent
gentle, immediate and thorough.
LORD CABOT.
there is a very striking resemblance between would further pray that your honors would
fdotlar
Upon some favorite plan—
view and order a new road to be laid out and
The
Proprietor
begs
leave
to
submit
the
the language the dreamer now heard, and opened from said Elizabeth Neal’s dwelling
Whose golden promise lures thee on—
HIS beautiful and tho following case, from Mr. Stowell, who ¡8 Intel st will
that which he had himself been using. house to said Causeway hill in the place
Thine is the bliss of man.
t
rough bred young well known to the inhabitants of this city, rem: b uupe
Whether this arose from any similarity be where the old road was heretofore travelled.
pape Idiscon
BLOOD HORSE, is of an
Hath every heart its bitterness ?
tween the cases, or, only is an instance of
WILLIAM WEYMOUTH, & ala.
elegant dark Chestnut Color, especially at the south end, and at South lislie I until i
I’ve sometimes dared to think
North-Berwick, May 13, 1834.
Tl (publis
with a star, black main, tailand legs,both Boston, as a very worthy and respectable
that singular mixing of every thing together
The cup of human misery drugg’d
tor in
hind feet partially white below the pastern citizen.
For only some to drink.
so common in dreams, it must be left for
any
A CASE.
joints. He is 6 years old in June next ; 15
STATE OF MAINE.
philosophers to decide. At any rate, he
chan fed for
But past that deep desponding hour
hands high ; with a great share of bone and
SIR—I do not hesitate to give my most
York, ss.
thought he heard distinctly the following
Of darkness, doubt, distrust,
Sí
At a regular session of the County Commis muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled unqualified approbation in favor of your
words :—
Reflection’s voice hath reached the heart,
sioners of the County of York, begun and Horse American Eclipse, that was sold the valuable Albion Corn Plaster. By the use
And whisper’d, “ God is just.”
“ There they go ;—I hope they will not
Irtüe
last
season,
at
the
age
of
19
years,
for
$10,000,
held at .Alfred, on the third Tuesday of May,
of less than a box, Mrs. Stowell has been
hurt him. lam sorry, but I am not to
1 hue i
and now stands on Long Island, in the State
Each, each hath some deep-cherish’d woe,
pro Lent
blame; they would have discovered him,
of New-York, for the use of mares, at $100 cured of a corn on each foot, which had
Peculiarly his own,
N this Petition, Ordered, That the Pe- the season. His dam by the celebrated Mor been exceedingly troublesome and painful
And every heart a bitterness
whether 1 told them who he was or not. If
tioners give notice to all persons and gan Horse. She would trot a mile in two for years, and I think it but justice to your and just
The eye would fain disown.
s(rd g'tb
I could have prevented their taking him, it
corporations interested, that the said Commis

would have been another thing; but they sioners will meet at the house of Col. Nathan minutes and forty-five seconds, and fifteen invaluable preparation to add, (for the en Viri (e’s fore
Upon the aching feverish lip
were determined on it, and if I had not told iel Hobbs, in North Berwick, on the fourth miles an hour, with ease ; and is now valued couragement of those, who owing to repeat In Hp dose
Perpetual smiles may dwell,
high for a brood mare.
ed disappointments in the various remedies To iccown
Delusive all, yet not a sigh
them who he was, they would have gone to Tuesday of August next, at ten o’clock A. M.
An IheeHt
The soul’s dark secret tell;
resorted to, have finally despaired of a cure,)
and
will
then
proceed
to
view
the
highway,
L.ORD CABOT
somebody else, who would ; so that my re
ViJ lisbelie
that your plaster cured her corns after trying
which by said petition is prayed to be dis
Will
be
at
his
Stable
in
Biddeford,
the
fusing
would
not
have
made
any
difference.
And gladdening words may freely flow,
An) Ivonder
continued,
and
also
the
route
for
the
high

other
highly
recommended
remedies
to
no
present
Season,
ready
to
wait
upon
visitors,
While sorrow, shame, and sin,
“ My delivering him into their power,
To làfnpA
way prayed for, and immediately after at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, to purpose; and what increases my confidence
Consume the heart with bitterness—
To Bfflfort
too, need not do any harm : it is only their said view will at some convenient place
insure a foal. All Mares disposed of within in the superiority of your Plaster, is the fact
The conflict is within.
IVe! gaz®, ai
abuse of their power, which can do injury. in the vicinity, hear the parties. Said notice a year, will be charged as with foal.
An] 111 the i
that it has been used by several of my
I should be much shocked if they should to be by causing the Town Clerk of North
HENRY
RHODES,
Groom.
TEUPERAXCE DEPARTMENT.
]or viri
neighbors
with
equally
good
success.
A
seriously injure him, as- any one can be ; Berwick to be served with an attested copy
W
e the undersigned, having known Lord man advanced in years, had become so crip
}h we I
ffh
of
said
petition
and
this
order
thereon,
by
but I shall, certainly, not be answerable for
THE RETAILER’S DREAM.
cal them
causing the same to be posted up in three Cabot from a colt, do without hesitation pro pled with corns, as to he obliged to cut holes
any
excesses
which
they
may
commit.
If
An elderly gentleman was sitting, one
public places in said town and by causing nounce him a first rate thorough bred Horse, in his shoes to ease his feet ; he had long
by ests ’
afternoon, before his fire, in his little store, they are moderate, and keep their passions the same to be published in the Kennebunk and well deserving the patronage of the public. suffered great torture and inconvenience—
ig tun
RUFUS BANKS,
vílíich, small as it was, was the principal within the bounds, there will be no harm Gazette published at Kennebunk, three weeks
has lately been entirely cured by the use of
wit n, it
done.
STEPHEN
LITTLEFIELD,
successively, each of the other notices and
one in the village. On one side, a long
your Corn Plaster, so that he can now walk
po ir, wli
JERE. MILLIKEN.
<c Besides, I am bound by solemn obliga the first of said publications to be thirty days
counter extended itself, behind which were
with comfort, and in whole shoes.—AnothBiddeford, March 15, 1834.
4m.
W lever I
tion
to
husband
all
my
resources,
and
in

at
least
before
said
fourth
Tuesday
of
August.
arranged the various commodities essential
er case.—A young woman living near me,
fro what
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
to make up the assortment of a country crease my means of doing good. I am the
BOTANICAL HYGEIAN
do1 'arise,
had
become
so
lame
in
consequence
of
corns,
Copy
of
said
Petition
and
order
thereon,
store. Strings of buttons, and bunches of steward too, the Lord’s steward ; and the
l^e^etable
his hrone «
as not to be able to go up and down stairs'
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
money
had
better
be
in
my
hands,
than
with
tape, and faded handkerchiefs, hung at the
June 14.
Universal Medicine.
lie or!
without great trouble, is now using the Plas
windows ; near it the shelves were occupied those vile chief priests, for I can make a
wl pi float
HIS compound vegetable matter con- ter with the most happy success, and pros
better
use
of
it.
”
with boxes covered with fancy-colored pa
| have
BUST WANTED.
sists of eight different articles only, and pect of speedy cure.
Here, the dreamer heard a ferocious yell,
per., and full of fancy-colored things. Next
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscribers,
ds that
is
warranted
free
from
any
mercurial
or
wc
I
could
refer
to
several
other
cases
were
came cambricks and calicoes, and ginghams, coming from the streets of the city, at the
by note or account of more than 3 chymical substances, all of which are consid it necessary, but I have seen enough of the
ap m, spi
point
where
the
armed
men
had
entered.
carefully folded, above, with boxes of raisins
months standing, are requested to pay the
ered detrimental to those who take them.
wi put er
Plaster to satisfy me it is the best prepara
This medicine consists of two kinds of
and figs, and almonds below. Then glass He started, for it sounded very much like same immediately, as we do not wish to em
bu the cr
tion in this country, or perhaps in any oth
a
noise
he
had
often
heard
at
night,
in
a
barrass
a
Lawyer
with
the
collection
of
our
Pills
put
up
in
one
box
with
a
parting,
and
and crockery ware, from a long row of little
po er, bo
er, for the cure of coms, and were its vir
miserable
dwelling
in
his
neighborhood,
oc

debts.
HUBBARD
&
BROOKS.
designated
by
No.
1
and
2
;
the
No.
1
is
the
mugs on the uppermost shelf, down to the
ho per
an
tues
generally
known,
I
doubt
whether
you
Doughty
’
s
Falls,
June
10,
1834.
3m.
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a
dinner set of a dozen pieces, which filled cupied by one of his customers.
ut virti
bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound could prepare the article fast enough to
At
this
instant
a
“
ding
”
was
heard,
pro

the lowest. There was a row of painted
— p eman
lengthwise over the box with a flowered label meet the public demand.
Hooks
&
^ationary.
duced
by
a
bell,
suspended
over
his
door,
to
puncheons next, arranged in very neat or
on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni
md e ether
(Signed)
SETH STOWELL.
der, and with spigots at the bottom of each. give warning when it was opened. The
versal Medicine. This vegetable compound
bit) Ilian tl
Keeper of the Toll house, South Boston
D.
REMICH
sleeper
aroused
himself,
and
saw
a
little
girl
Their contents were marked upon them in
ies Imaste
AS just received a large assortment of is warranted good in all cases where any Bridge.
thing
of
the
nature
of
a
good
cathartic
is
painted letters, and the row was terminated with a ragged gown, and an old faded bon
Miscellaneous & School Books ;
up! a theii
wanted.
The oldest and youngest may take Mr. T. Kidder,
by a great tin cylinder, placed near the fire net, evidently belonging to a larger head
Writing and Letter Paper, a great variety
:
uni brse 1
Proprietor of the Conway Medicines.
than
hers,
—
and
a
pale,
sickly,
anxious
coun

it
without
harm,
or
danger
of
taking
cold,
as if to keep the contents of it warm. The
and almost every article of Stationary usually
ea li, am
Boston, June 17th, 1829.
without altering diet or dress from accustom
fire-place was in a back corner, beyond. tenance. She handed a jug to the store inquired for.
hui Ian hei
ed
habits.
This
medicine
is
sure
to
give
sat

Price
50
cents.
keeper,
and
said
her
father
“
wanted
a
pint.
”
June 13, 1834.
The whole of the other side of the room was
isfaction to all the world if rightly adminis
pf mis cc
We do not know any thing more about
occupied with boxes, and bales, and barrels,
tered. It does not require the aid of any
T he,Or
Bibles
&
Testanaeiats.
this
story,
excepting
that
a
few
days
after
DEBILITATED
FEMALES.
leaving a narrow passageway, along the"
other medicines. In common cases it should
hatevt
UARTO,
Royal
Octavo,
Pronouncing,
this,
the
stage
was
passing
by,
and
a
pas

HE complaints peculiar to the female
counter, to the snug little corner in the rear.
be used as medicine, and not as food as some
d. 1
Duodecimo and Pocket Bibles, in a other medicines are.
It was after dinner ; and as there were no senger looking out of the window, observed
part of the community, have been
great variety of bindings ; Octavo, DuodeciThe subscriber respectfully invites the pub
ail ys be
several
men
and
boys
about
the
door
where
customers in, the proprietor of this establish
mo and Pocket Testaments ; for sale very lic to call on him and try this medicine. The long successfully treated by the administra
e\ y wh<
tion of the Aromatic Pills, originally pre
ment was sitting in an old, worn out elbow- some painted puncheons had just been roll low by
D. REMICH.
public may rest assured that every article in
k fed ey
ed
out,
and
the
store-keeper
was
standing
June
13,
1834.
chair, with his feet on a wooden block be
this medicine has been thoroughly tried and scribed and compounded by Dr. RELFE. i hi! Flory a
by,
with
an
axe
in
his
hand.
The
passen

fore the fire, or rather before an immense
found to be as good as any thing that can be rhey cleanse the blood from those disorders 1 or .from e
WWMTOJr’S
bed of ashes, on which a few brands were ger heard a sound as of blows, which was
found in any country. Any one that wishes of the female constitution, for which the ‘ tli sight c
medicine, and are not able or willing to Pills are an effectual specific ; they restore
slowly burning. He was reading a religious followed by a guggling noise, like rushing
ITCH OINTMENT. for
b ¡would
purchase, are invited to call and take some a free circulation, reform the irregular ope
newspaper, for he was a very decided Chris water, and the ground was wet for some feet
[Price
reduced
to
25
cenis.]
t pjhence
around.
It
was
noticed
that
there
was
a
for
trial,
without
money
or
price.
Put
up
in
rations
of
the
sanguiferous
system,
and
rec

tian ; i. e. we mean a very active professor
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
j a Irafidn
a warranted uniform manner in Providence, tify the disordered habits. The proprietor’s
of religion. Whát the precise subject of the large barren spot there all the next sum
cation. See directions.
j tl ■ verita
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